Magic Mountain – Destination: fun and fantasy!
by Richard Gardner

S

ituated at the base of the mountains overlooking Golden stands the Victorian village of Heritage Square, long a destination
for families to visit in the region. Yet although it
has a Victorian appearance, it is one of the most
significant landmarks of Jefferson County’s recent past, or of all time.
Heritage Square was once Magic Mountain, one
of the first theme parks in the world and the
first endeavor to spread beyond Disneyland the
concept that would become a worldwide entertainment industry. It possesses one of the world’s
best examples of the rare Storybook style, where
Hollywood art directors used cinematic arts to
make buildings that normally appear on the big
screen come to life. Recognized as a Centennial
Site by the Jefferson County Historical Commission, it now faces an uncertain future. It is hoped
what is important about Heritage Square/Magic
Mountain may be preserved far into the future.
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Magic Mountain, started in 1952, was spearheaded by prominent Wheat Ridge businessman
Walter Francis Cobb. A World War I Navy veteran with family roots dating to 1860s in Central
City, he was a plumbing and heating contractor,
self-made developer and visionary. Other early
founders included Pueblo sculptor John Calvin Sutton, an accomplished wood carver, who
headed the art department at Paradice Decorating Co., and Wheat Ridge banker Charles Louis
Wendt, an officer and director of the Hathaway
Investment Corp. Their vision: To build an entertaining, recreational and educational theme
park for the people of the Denver area and beyond to enjoy.
Meanwhile in Los Angeles, Cornelius Vanderbilt
Wood, Jr. spent two years researching the feasibility of creating Disneyland, which successfully
opened in 1955 as the world’s first theme park.
After six months managing it, Wood left to go
into the theme park creation business himself,
creating the firm of Marco Engineering for that
purpose. As the Wall Street Journal put it, “His
idea: Take the Disney concept of a family-type
amusement park devoid of thrill rides and small
hucksters of the hot-dog-and-soda-pop variety,
and plant such parks at the doorsteps of other
communities.” Wood hired more than a dozen
of Walt Disney’s former staff along with other
Hollywood artisans for his firm.
In May 1957, Magic Mountain, Inc. was organized, selling stock to Colorado residents to
make it a reality. They chose the northeast alcove of South Table Mountain as its home, purchasing 220 acres with an option for 240 more,
gaining permits and pouring its first foundation. Magic Mountain, as originally envisioned,
was to be “a representation of nursery rhyme
and western themes, to be located on a 220acre tract.” Through a rainbow arch gateway,
one would enter and see, according to Billboard
magazine, a place with “…40-foot giants and
other fairyland characters, an authentic old-time
Western town, an Indian village, Camelot Castle
from the days of King Arthur, a futuristic City

of Mars, a community amphitheater, old-style
trains, a zoo, rides, swimming pools, and picnic
areas.” Camelot Castle was to tower from the
northeast pinnacle of South Table Mountain,
with a dragon inhabiting the lava cliffs. Unique
eateries including a pumpkin, igloo, gingerbread
house, seafood ship and a stand serving meals
by miniature railroad were to be built; and one
could ride its futuristic monorail.
However, controversy erupted when the neighbors of the nearby, new Applewood subdivisions adamantly objected, fearing Magic Mountain would inundate them with traffic. Cobb
and Magic Mountain agreed to walk away and
promised not to develop this land as a theme
park. Looking elsewhere, they chose what they
believed was an even better site, acquiring a 600acre spread from the historic Bachman Ranch at
Apex Gulch southwest of Golden. Soon ground
was broken there and construction commenced.
The original intended site of Magic Mountain
was sold to Coors, where it soon was landscaped
as Rolling Hills Country Club, incorporating
Magic Mountain’s lake, while the cliffs ultimately were preserved by conservation easement.

Kelsey was Art Director for such Disney films
as Pinocchio, Dumbo, Bambi, and the “Rite of
Spring” segment of Fantasia. He was also background animator for Bedknobs and Broomsticks
and writer for Alice in Wonderland. Kelsey had
studied at the Otis Art Institute in Los Angeles
and became a noted watercolor artist, gaining
Disney’s attention. He served in the Marines in
World War II, where Col. Frank Capra of Hollywood producing fame latched onto him to
help produce the Army orientation series. Capt.
Kelsey also commanded the relief mapping unit
in the South Pacific. After the war, he returned to
Disney where he also worked on Main Street USA.
Protégé Ron Dias, who worked on Who Framed
Roger Rabbit, described his beloved mentor in
one word, “Geppetto,” for his appearance, mannerisms, and work ethic were much like the
character he drew for the big screen. Other artisans of the team included Allan Abbott who did
un-credited artistic work for Around the World in
Eighty Days and Citizen Kane, and career short
films art director Roland Hill who did un-credited artistic work for 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea
and April in Paris.

Team of Hollywood
artists from Marco
Engineering who
designed Magic
Mountain. From left
to right, top row
to bottom: Allen
Abbott, Frank O.
Barnette, Robert
Stahler, Glen
McComas, Roland
Hill, William Dreis,
Jerome Bowen,
Theodore Ang,
Joseph Babolnay,
Harry Johnson,
Richmond “Dick”
Kelsey, John J.
Thompson, and
Wade B. Rubottom
on September 18,
1957 in Los Angeles.
Cobb Family Collection

For the new location, Cobb
came up with the idea of hiring Marco Engineering to
create the vision and reality
of Magic Mountain. They appointed as Magic Mountain’s
art directors Wade B. Rubottom and Richmond Irwin
“Dick” Kelsey to lead their
13-man design team. Rubottom, a veteran of MGM, had
worked as an associate art director on a number of films
including The Philadelphia
Story. A Harvard-educated
architect, he worked for Walt
Disney’s private design firm,
WED Enterprises, in 19541955 as an Art Director for
Main Street USA, the downtown of Disneyland, where
his name was placed in one of
its windows.
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Fairgrounds, housing rides in four separate
buildings including the Magic Mine Ride, where
one rode through a cavern featuring fun artistic
miners, a dragon, lakes and more.

A most priceless
illustration, the
Magic Mountain
Miners! These
were the guys who
would populate the
Magic Mine Ride.
This illustration was
probably created by
Dick Kelsey.
Cobb Family Collection

Illustration of
the Land of the
Dinosaurs ride, by
Wade B. Rubottom
and Richmond “Dick”
Kelsey in 1958.
Cobb Family Collection
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The transformed vision of Magic Mountain was
an impressive and beautiful place of themed areas. At the entrance was the Cavalry Area, made
up of log buildings including the Cavalry Post,
Stockade and twin Blockhouses. The reason for
this was because “…the U.S. Cavalry opened the
West to civilization; made this area safe for pioneers to move here, settle here and build their
homes here. It was the Cavalry Post through
which early settlers entered the West and founded settlements that later became villages, towns
and cities…Visitors to Magic Mountain will
progress from the Cavalry area into a proposed
reproduction of a western village, much the
same as early settlers were able to go into similar
villages because their passage was made safe by
the Cavalry.”
Magic Mountain’s
western village was
Centennial
City,
named for its being
created 100 years
after the Colorado
gold rush. Crafted
in the same manner
as Main Street USA,
Centennial
City
featured four block
faces of downtown
storefronts,
each
housing small shops
and attractions. At
the head of the main
street was to be the
Magic Mountain
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The Land of the Dinosaurs ride featured a journey through prehistoric times including lifesized sights of an Ankylosaurus, Pterodactylsand the feared Tyrannosaurus Rex. Southeast
of here, through an entrance figure of a 40-foot
tall Paul Bunyan holding a giant storybook, was
Storybook Lane, featuring many attractions for
young children based on fairy tales. These included the Gingerbread House, ice cream stand,
Candy Box, shoe house, giant tepee, ship, and
sitting atop a wall Humpty Dumpty, “animated
in a continual state of uncertainty.” Next to Paul
Bunyan was Big Rock Candy Mountain, a natural red rock formation excavated from the site,
named for the children’s version of the hobo folk
song.
South of Centennial City, east of Storybook
Lane, was the Forest River Ride where visitors
journeyed through a lake wilderness to encounter lifelike animatronic fur traders, American
Indians and wildlife. North of Centennial City,
northeast of the Fairgrounds, was the Magic of
Industry exposition, featuring a giant domed
building showcasing many human achievements, and the Outer Space Lines flying saucer
ride giving a foretaste of the future. The whole of

the park was to be, like Disneyland, encircled by
a train, a narrow gauge one of the Rocky Mountains. Just outside the park was to be a ski area
accessible by chairlift.
Ground was broken on Sept. 3, 1957, with
Cobb and Lt. Gov. Frank L. Hays Jr. jointly digging the first shovel. On Feb. 1, 1958 the Cavalry Post, a long log building at the entrance,
was dedicated “in memory of the U.S. Cavalry.”
Among the 2,500 people gathered included
the Westernaires, Buffalo Bill Riding Club,
Thunderbird Riding Club, and more including
Golden Mayor Clark B. Carpenter. Monty Pike,
descendant relative of famed explorer Zebulon
Montgomery Pike, became director of services
at the new park.
Magic Mountain stood on what was once the
tented part of Apex, the gold rush village established by Jefferson Territorial Governor Robert
Williamson Steele and others at the junction
(the apex) of today’s West Colfax and Heritage

roads in 1861. Above the site was Jackson Hill. A
wagon road originally went up its face, serving as
a landmark on the way to the gold fields. Rubottom and Kelsey, working with the other artisans
out of the historic Bailey Mansion at 1600 Ogden Street in Denver, sought to create a beautiful new village of their own here. Heavily researching historic area architecture, Centennial
City’s designs drew on styles historically used in

The Magic Mountain
Railroad trestle
is shown under
construction in
1958. The trestle,
which was the main
entrance to the
park, can still be
seen today.
Cobb Family Collection
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separately in a Fairgrounds building, wheeled
down, hoisted and tied into place. The result of
this workmanship was to give Centennial City a
believable, but friendlier, scale and feeling than
real life historic downtowns.

the area, including Golden itself. These included
Gothic Revival, Second Empire, Greek Revival,
High Victorian Gothic, Dutch Gambrel, Pueblo
Revival, Carpenter Gothic, and more.
From there Rubottom and Kelsey used timehonored theatrical and cinematic arts to make
Centennial City’s buildings truly exceptional
and unique in the world. They crafted them in
Storybook style, which Hollywood artists had
built in real life in Los Angeles area homes and
Main Street USA. According to the book Storybook Style: America’s Whimsical Homes of the
Twenties, “Storybook Style houses were created
by architects and builders with a flair for theater, a love of fine craftsmanship, and not least
a sense of humor – attributes that make these
homes endearing to the jaded modern eye.”
Built at 2/3rds scale to the buildings and blocks
of historic downtown Golden, Centennial City
employed several techniques of the silver screen.
Rubottom and Kelsey used forced perspective
to make storefronts appear taller than they were
by miniaturizing design elements as they went
upward. A horizontal form was also used narrowing each storefront in accordion-like fashion
to make each block appear longer than it actually was. The facades had an exceptional degree
of craftsmanship, using enhanced ornamentation, embellishments, and creative distortions to
soften their appearance and give them an almost
whimsical, gingerbread feeling. Their extensive
woodwork, created under supervision of veteran millworker Ralph G. Robinson, was custom
milled on site. The facades were constructed
6
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The Magic Mountain Railroad Station, built just
northeast of Centennial City on the north side
of the entrance trestle, was one of the highest example of Storybook style the park possessed and
that exists anywhere. It was finished in such artistry not only outside but inside as well, drawing
upon beautiful High Victorian Gothic style. The
station served the Magic Mountain Railroad,
driven by the historic Denver & Rio Grande Locomotive #42 (originally #420), manufactured
by the Baldwin works in 1889. Other historic
train cars were modified into passenger cars.
Magic Mountain began encountering financial
challenges, despite having sold well in the stock
market. Cobb on little salary did heroic work to
keep it on track, for which the board rewarded
him with its chairmanship. However, continued
difficulty led to the board’s fateful decision to
hand over control to Boulder financier Allen J.
Lefferdink. Cobb, Sutton and other early board
members departed from the board and all control
while Lefferdink’s people assumed command.
Construction continued, while on January 15,
1959 the Foothills Skiing Corporation entered a
lease to actually create the Magic Mountain Ski
Area. Opening for the season, it was the second
ski area in North America to produce artificial
snow. It included two 1,000-foot rope tows, a
warming shelter, and nighttime skiing under the
floodlights.
Magic Mountain at last opened in 1960 to eager crowds. Inside the storefronts of Centennial
City were concessionaires including Stanley Beigen (candy and toy store), Jeanette Brown (gift
shop), Colorado Insurance Company (registry), John Knight (penny arcade), George Masche (plastercraft shop), and Joe Nimmo (trading post). Sampson Perlmutter ran the Magic
Mountain Post Office, an actual rural branch of
the Golden Post Office, which opened on July
16, 1960, with his print shop. Inside the Stockade was the shooting gallery and photo shop
of J.O. Turner. Other concessionaires included

Jerry Axtell (pony ride), Charles Dillner (burro
and stagecoach), and Tom Edge (railroad station
snack bar). Inside the northwest entry storefront
was the Golden Donkey saloon, serving soft
drinks; inside the southwest entry storefront was
the Magic Mountain Play House. The stage, in
an alcove, featured a melodrama where the hero
saves the ranch for the ranchman’s daughter
from the cruel villain who, of course, wore a top
hat. The piano player led on the cheering and
booing audience.
Outside live actors each hour enacted on Old
West shootout. This began when an outlaw
gang rounded the far side of Main Street from
Big Rock Candy Mountain, ran into the Magic
Mountain Bank quartered at the southeast storefront of the main intersection, and robbed and
shot their way out. They got past others trying
to shoot them from atop the balcony, who fell to
hay-filled vats below. But the gang was checked
at the foot of main street by Wyatt Earp and his
deputies, who successfully shot it out with them
to the cheers of onlookers. A bank robbery for a
feature film was shot at the main intersection’s
northeast storefront, including the mishap of a
horse leaping through one of its windows. Leroy
Allen led the real life Marshalls of Magic Mountain, actual Jeffco Sheriff’s deputies for security
at the park. Live entertainment also included
the Central City Opera, who performed on an
outdoor stage across from the Play House, and
a group of teenagers on a traveling chuckwagon
conducted by Phillip Barnes, who included a
six-piece band, singing trio and square dancing
group. Blinky the Clown, at the dawn of Russell
Scott’s noted television career, also appeared at
Magic Mountain.
Magic Mountain operated through the summer and closed for the season in the fall. Unfortunately, it would not open its gates as Magic
Mountain again. The enterprise collapsed under
Lefferdink’s direction with investors and employees alike holding him responsible for Magic
Mountain’s demise. He ultimately left the state,
with further intrigues in the east and in Europe
ultimately leading to his arrest in Rome. Marco
went on to craft other theme parks, including
Freedomland in New York and Pleasure Island in

Wakefield, Massachusetts, with success also short lived
until beginning Six
Flags Over Texas
which finally sustained the spread
of the theme park
industry. In the
meantime Cobb
returned as chairman to attempt an
11th hour rescue of
Magic Mountain,
but to no avail. Its
assets were sold at
auction, with rides going to other parks and its
property split into three parcels, with the park,
train and Jackson Hill ultimately ending up in
the hands of the Woodmoor Corporation.
During the 1960s the park stood largely idle,
though not without occasional action, such as
the television pilot Stagecoach To Seven filmed
with its train. In 1971 the place came back to life
as Heritage Square, a Victorian themed shopping village. Shops included the General Store,
Glassblower, Metal Master, Christmas Tree holiday shop, Gasthaus beer garden, Sarsaparilla Saloon, El Rey goldsmith, Professor Goodbellows
old time photo shop and more.
The railroad station’s ornate platform was enclosed for the place to become a beautiful restaurant. G. William Oakley and a group of comedy
melodrama players from Estes Park became the
Heritage Square Players, putting on fun melodramas in the old Magic Mountain Play House.
They proved so popular that they moved across
the street in 1973 and retrofitted the Golden
Donkey as the Heritage Square Opera House
dinner theatre. When Oakley left, actor T.J.
Mullin took the venue and it became the Heritage Square Music Hall in 1988. Fellow actor
Rory Pierce also opened the Heritage Square
Children’s Theatre there in 1993. The Music
Hall hosted comedic plays including melodramas and musical comedies with musical revue
after, and the Children’s Theatre featured fun
plays for children based on fairy tales, with chil-

The dedication of
Magic Mountain
was recorded in
the Feb. 2, 1958,
edition of The
Denver Post. Some
2,500 spectators
gathered at 11 a.m.
on Feb. 1, in front
of the first building
completed. It was
dedicated to the
U.S. Cavalry because
Magic Mountain
was dedicated to
re-creating the Old
West as it was in the
late 1800s.
Gardner Family Collection
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dren often taking
part in the plays
themselves.

Walter Francis
Cobb with his twin
daughters and
granddaughter,
from Magic
Mountain
promotional
materials of 1958.
Gardner Family
Collection

This romantic
picture of Magic
Mountain was
featured in a
state-sponsored
advertisement
for the January
1962 National
Colorado Beef
Month. Montaldo’s
provided clothing
and accessories with
service by the Brown
Palace Hotel.
Gardner Family Collection
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More live entertainment came
when the Apex
Mining Company opened in
a large building
built at the head
of the complex in
1979. The same year the alpine slide, constructed by Inventex, opened as the second alpine slide
outside a ski area in North America. A racetrack
and bumper car ride were created at the southwest part of the park, while a secondary street
of shops was built in 1987 at the northern side.
Apex, featuring barbecue food and western musical performances, transformed over time into
the Lazy H Chuckwagon and Chassen’s On The
Square. Big Rock Candy Mountain got a towering metal slide, and children could also sample
other rides around the park. At the head of Main
Street, a historic Lakewood schoolhouse was
moved in 1971, which became the long beloved
Heritage Square Wedding Chapel. In 2007
what was the Lazy H transformed to Red Rocks
Church, which quickly became one of the largest congregations in Jefferson County, now with
campuses in Golden, Lakewood and Littleton.
Time and again good times and hard times came
to the park under a succession of owners. Nevertheless, despite at times struggling it outlasted
the lifespan of just about
every major shopping
mall in Colorado, including Jeffco’s own Lakeside,
Villa Italia and Westminster Malls. The closing of
Heritage Square ends a
half-century of fun and
excitement; but no one
can erase the memories
made in Golden.
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Update:

The Denver Post reported that Heritage Square’s owner,
Martin Marietta, has told Golden’s Historic Preservation Board
that its goal is to begin the early stages of redevelopment
process next year. Property manager David Hagerman said he
is working with multiple governmental agencies in Jefferson
County to find a new location for an historic chapel that was
originally a school house in Lakewood at the turn of the
20th century. The closure does not include the carnival-style
amusement park on the south side of the property, which
operates on a lease valid through 2039.
All businesses in the village, as well as the Alpine Slide and
Miner’s Maze Adventureland, will close by the year’s end.
Hagerman said a final decision is pending regarding the
future development of the property. He stressed that it will
not be mining, residential or big-box retail. Hagerman said
some of the Victorian Village’s street lights will be donated to
the Colorado Railroad Museum, and historic documents will
be donated to Golden History Museums.
The rest of the village, a collection of replica buildings that
have housed concessionaires, shops and a local theater
throughout the years, likely will be demolished.
The historic resources of Magic Mountain have been
nominated for Colorado’s Most Endangered Places.
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